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A Message from
Bob Carver

Dear CARVER Customer,
Thank you for choosing my speakers.

We realize that there are an abundance of
speaker designs from which to choose, and
the differences between the various models
are not always apparent at first glance.

You are about to experience stunning
realism with instant dynamic response,
excellent power handling and vivid stereo
imaging-all in a design that is free of cabi-
net resonance induced colorations. Your
AL-IU Dipole Loudspeaker can deliver a
sound that transcends ANY conventional
multi-transducer design.

Carver's AL-llI Dipole Loudspeakers use
a full-range ribbon driver. These ribbon
transducers are an elegant solution to the
problem of multiple driver arrays and com-
plicated crossovers. Instead of two or more
midrange and treble transducers, a single
ribbon handles the entire sound spectrum
above 150 Hz without frequency anomalies

and phase problems that result from multi-
driver arrays with complex crossovers.

Complementing the full-range ribbon de-
sign is a "classic" vented woofer tuned to 24
Hz, and designed to fire downward in a cir-
cular pattem at the base of the ribbon. Taken

together, this set-
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somewhat more critical than with most con-
ventional loudspeakers.

Following the tips in this Owner's Manual
will help you get the most out of your new
Carver speaker system.

I am proud to present to you the best in
craftsmanship and design, as exemplified by
your new Carver Loudspeakers.

Sincerely,

7'L G",,n*
Bob Carver



Unpacking
Note: Unpack the speakerc close to

the spot where you intend to locate
the speakers. This will save you time.

1. Inspect the outside of the cartons for
damage. If you do encounter what may be
signs of damage, contact your Carver dealer
before proceeding further.

2. These cartons are specially designed to
simplify unpacking. Just stand the speaker
b-oxes straight up, observing the "top" and"bottom" labels. Since each speaker weighs
lpproximately 80 pounds, we suggest you
have another person assist you when re-
moving and setting up the AL-III in your
listening room.

3. Remove the top cap of the carton. Then
you can literalty unfold the carton from
around the speakers. You may then lift the
AL-III at the bottom of the woofer box, from
the bottom of the carton, and place them as
near your listening area as possible. Please do
not attempt to lift the loudspeakers while
holding the ribbon panels.

4. At this time, check for any visible sign
of damage. If you do encounter what ap-
pears to be signs of damage, contact your
Carver dealer before proceeding further.

5. Inventory the contents of the boxes.
Your system comes packed in two cartons.
The front "wings" and woofer box are fully
assembled and ready to use.

5. Make a note of the serial numbers
which are located on the rear of your
Al-lll Loudspeaker panels.

Record these numbers in the space pro-
vided for convenient reference. You will
need these numbers in the event you require
service or for insurance purposes.

Model: AL-Iil Loudspeaker System

Serial number

Purchased at

Date

Make surc to save your sales receipt. It is
extremely important in establishing the

duration of your Limited Wananty and for
insurance purposes.

Finally, take a moment to fiU out and
retum the Warranty Card that came with
your loudspeaker system and retum it to
Carver.

Specifications 6r
Features
Frcquency Reqrcnse 24Hz to 20 kHz*
Impedance Nominal 4 ohms
Sensitivity:86 dB
Crossoven Ribbon operates from 150 Hz to
2OkIIz; woofer reproduces all frequencies
below 150 Hz.
Rtbbon flriver: 48-inch dipole ribbon.
Woofer: 10-inch Quasi-butterworth 3rd-
order aligned woofer system, which fires
downward in a circular pattem.
Recommended Power: Up to 575 watts
per channel; 65 watts minimum, 8 ohm
rated.
Front Wlngs: Solid oak.
Woofer Box: Hexagonal, with durable
black coating. The box is vented.
Shipptng Weight: 80lbs. each
Dirnensions: 14.5"(37 cm) W x 16.5" (42
cm) D x72.5" (185 cm) H

Featurcs
I Two-way dipole loudspeaker system.
I All frequencies above 150 Hz handled

by our unique line-source 48-inch di-
pole ribbon, which provides precise
imaging not possible with speaken
using multiple drivers.

I Low frequencies handled by a long
throw woofer system tuned to24Hz.

t Frequencyrespbnse from}4Hzto 2O
kHz.*

I Provides three level controls to precisely
. tailor the AL-IU loudspeakers to your lis-

tening environment.
I Includes separate binding posts for

woofer and ribbon driver, to allow for
bi-wiring and biamplification.

*lncludes typical room gain. Anechoic response is 34
HztoZOKHz.



lnstallation
Because of the unique design of your new

Carver speakers, it is important that you
carefully follow all of the steps in this and
the sections that follow. Here is an overview
of the sequence necessary to begin enjoying
your new loudspeakers.

Remove the protective plastic which en-
cases each panel. NOTE: DISPOSE OF
THIS PLASTIC IMMEDIATELY. It is not a
toy and can cause suffocation if left where
infants, toddlers and children can reach it.

Connecting the
At-lll Loudspeaher

- If you have not done so yet, quickly scan
the section on speaker placement in this
manual, beginning on page 7, to insure that
your amplifier-to-speaker cables will be long
enough.

Speaker connectlons
WIRE. Use thick wire for spedker connec-

tions. Your Carver dealer can iecommend
a brand of high qualiry speaker cable. please
take care in choosing a cable of the proper
gauge. This will depend on the distance
from the amplifier/receiver to your speakers.
Use the following chart as a guide:

WIRE LENGTH ..........GAUGE OF
SPEAKER CABLN

Vp to 25 ft .. . 18 gauge
25 to 50 f t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16 gauge

50 to B0 f t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .74 gauge
80 to 100 f t  . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12 gauge
Up to 170 ft........ 10 gauge

POIII,RITY. Loudspeakers must be con-
nected with consistent polarity for correct
phasing between them. Incorrect phasing
*illlo lo physical harm, but basi response
will be diminished. The key is to make sure
that both speakers connected to the speaker
terminals are hooked up the same way:"-" atthe amplifiei/receiver speai<er out-

puts to "-" an the speaker back, and,,+,,
at the, amplifier/receiver speaker outputs
to "+" on the speaker back.

If you're using special speaker inter-
connects, "+" and "-" will be labeled.
If you're using plain appliance-lype
cable, the two conductors will b'e iden-
tified in one of several ways. They may
be different colors (silver vs. gold). One
may have fine grooves on its outside.
Or one may have a piece of yarn in,
cluded in one of the conductors (visible
after you strip off the insulation). It
doesn't matter which one vou decide to
call "+" et "*", just do the same for both
speakers.

Hook-up. There are two ways to con-
nect your amplifier/receiver to the binding
post speaker terminals on the AL-III. These
U"9tlg posts will accept standard single or
double banana plugs. These plugs canbe
attached to the end of the speak-er cable, and
plugged-directly into the AL-llI's binding
post sockets. This makes connecting and
disconnecting speakers simple and (uick.

RIGHT
AL-lll

LOUDSPEAKER
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However, if you expect to hook-up your
loudspeakers once and keep them connected
th_a! way, you may also attach the speaker
cable in the following way:
1. Strip 72" of insulation off each wire and

make sure to carefully twist all the fine
strands together. If even one is loose
and can touch the opposite terminal, a
short circuit mav result.

2. Unscrew the bdding post and insert the
wire so that all the strands will fit under
the cap of the binding post.

3. Tighten the cap securely. Check to make
sure that all strands of wire are inside
the connection.

4. After you've hooked up the speakers,
double-check your connections.

Bl-W|rino and
Bi-Ampli-fication

The normal mode of operation for the
AL-III provides for a single amplifier channel
drMng both the ribbon (high frequencies)
and the woofel (low frequencies). Be sure
that the connecting links are properly in-
stalled between the two red binding posts
and the two black binding posts for normal
use. After installing cables to the Al-lll, be
sure that the links are secure before tighten-
ing the binding posts.

By removing these links, you can biam-
plify or bi-wire the AL-ln. Some feel these
techniques may improve the efficienry of
the amplifier or provide for better overall
sound.

Bi.$liring

Rj-wiring involves connecting one cable
to the ribbon and one cable to the woofer.
Both leads (from the same channel) are at-
tached to the same power amplifier output
terminal. See figure above for an exampie of
how biwiring may be used.

AMPLIFIER

SPEAXERS
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Bi-Amping

Bi-amplification requires sepamte power
amplifrers (or amplifier channels) fof the
ribbon and for the woofer (see figure on pre-
vious page). In the purest sense, this is not
true bi-amplification, as the power amplifiers
aIe still reproducing the full audio spectrum.
The power bandwidth is limited by AL-III's
built-in crossover, which directs frequencies
above 150 Hz to the ribbon; below 150 Hz to
the woofer.

Pleasc twte: Biamplification should be
done with amplifiers of the same power out-
put. If the power output of one amplifier (or
monaural pair) is different from the other,
the more powerful amplifler should be con-
nected to the ribbon. At least one amplifrer
(or monaural pair) should have a level con-
trol to provide for proper balancing between
the woofer and the ribbon.

Brralting in the
Al-lll Loudspeaker

The AL-III loudspeakers should provide
excellent performance right out of the box.
But the sound will improve significantly
over time.

During the first few hours, it is not only
possible to play your AL-III loudspeakers
at relatively high volumes, but is actually
recommended. If possible, use musical selec-
tions with strong repetitive bass and wide
dynamic range. Remember, the sooner your
AL-l[ Loudspeakers get their brief "exercise"
period, the sooner you will realize their full
sonic potential.

RECTIVER OR AMPLIFIER



Bob Carue/s recommenda-
tion for placement of the
Al-lll speakers

Envlronment
The placement of the AL-III speakers is

critically-important to the final iound quali-
ty, sound stage and sound field that you wil
experience as a listener. The location of the
loudspeakers in your listening room should
be such that the listening room can be di-
vided into two basic acoustic areas.

The idea here is to have a dead-end/live-
end environment for the loudspeakers. The
loudspeaker should be located at the dead-
end of the room, and you-the listener-
should be located at the live-end of the
room. At the dead-end, there should be a
large space around the loudspeakers in
which the sound stage can develop. For ex-
ample, if the loudspeakers were outdoors
there would be lots of space around them,
and that qualifies as a dead-end or a dead
environment. It could also have hbsorptive
material placed to the sides of and behind
the loudspeakers. For instance, if you have a
wall that is lined with bookcases filled with
books (and there aren't any doors on the
bookcases), the loudspeakrlr should be
placed in front of the bookcases because
they make wonderful sound absorbing
items.

Again, a dead-end, in concept, can be
formed two ways: 1) by having lots of space
around the loudspeakers and2) with lots of
sound absorbing material in the immediate
vicinity of the loudspeaker (to the sides and
back of the loudspeakers).

Keep in mind that the best sound qualiry
staging, imaging and soundscape, and the
most realistic musical presentation, will be
achieved when the loudspeakers are located
at a dead end or in a dead area. Think about
that as you are setting them up. A good
sound absorbing material is carpeting; shag
calpet is better, but regular carpeting, on the
wall behind and to the sides of the Cpeaker,
works very well. Tube traps can also be used.
Ordinary fumiture also absorbs sound. In
principle, the "deader" the end of the room
where the loudspeakers are located, the bet-
ter the sound.

If at all possible, the best sound will be
obtained when the loudspeakers are placed
three to five feet away from the back wall
and at least two to three feet from the side
walls. But this is not absolutely necessary.
The loudspeakers will sound iust fine evin if
they're pushed all the way against the rear
wall, so that the back of the ribbon is onlv a
foot or so away from the wall.

l! the loudsieakers are placed against the
e,'3il, 4n improvement can be obtained by
making the ribbon "think" it's operating
into a dead space by putting some sound
absorbing material on the back of the rib-
bon. Felt that is one half to one inch thick
and two to three inches wide attached to the
rear of the ribbon with double sided tape is
a good choice. This will make the ribbon"think" that it's radiating into a dead space
to the rear.

Let's fum our attendon to the other end
of the room; that is, where you*the lis-
tener-are located. That end of the room
should have a slightly live sound, a more
reverberant sound-with a little bit of an
echo, perhaps. As practical matter in a living
room, you don't need to give any special
attention to providing a sound absorbing
environment; that is, don't place tube traps,
caqpet or sound absorbing panels on that
side of the room,

Anqular posltlon of the
loudspeakers

You-the listener-and the loudspeakers
should be situated on a triangle thai ranges
from equilateral to an approximately 30/60
triangle. In the case of the equilateral tri-
angle, the distance between you and one
speaker and its neighbor is the same. In the
3Al60 triangle, the loudspeakers are some-
what closer together than you are from
either one of them. In both cases, the best
high-frequency perfornance will be ob-
tained-by angling the loudspeakers slightly
inward so that the flat surface of the riUlcin
is directly facing you.
- After you havq decided how far apart to

place the loudspeakers and where the best
listening position is located, it is recom-
mended that you align the speakers with a
non-stretchable tape measure.



With the help of a friend, measure the
distance from the loudspeaker to the listener
by holding the tape at the breastbone of the
listener, extending the tape to each corner
of the loudspeaker, and moving the speaker
to adjust the distance, Do this until the
distance between the listener and each cor-
responcling comer of each speaker is within
a centimeter of each other. That will give the
best possible imaging. Under these circum-
stances, all of the spatial information that
is encoded in the source material will be
preserved.

Operation
The AL-III features three controls located

on the lower rear apron of the loudspeaker
(see figure below). The bottom control
adjusts the "Q" of the woofer, affecting fre-
quencies below 150 Hz. The middle control
adjusts the relative level of the upper rnid-
range frequencies from z,WA Hz to 6,000
Hz, and the top control trims the relative
amount of high frequency energy (above
8,000 Hz) radiated by the ribbon. The

woofer control may be set for a warm, roll-
. ing bass or a very tight, dry bass depending
upon your preference.

Approximate settings for each of these
level controls have been set at the factory;
check the markings on the back panel.
While these settings have been shown to
provide good perfornance in a variety of set-
tings, you will probably want to tailor these
adjustments over time to provide the best
sonic qualities in your listening room.

Each control will adiust the level of the
loudspeaker in their frequency spectrum
over a range of approximately sdB. But even
a slight movement of the controls may pro-
vide an audible difference.

It is suggested that you use the factory pre
sets as a starting point. At the beginning, it is a
good idea to adjust just one control at a timg
and listen to your favorite program material in
your usual listening area. When you've settled
on settings that are satisfactory to you, then
move on to the next adiustment.

When a[ of the adjustments are individ-
ually set, you might want to fine tune a bit
more, adjusting each control in turn, so that
the overall quality of sound is to your liking.

Technical
lnforrnation

Ribbon loudspeaker theory
and op€ration

Qucstlon: Rtbbon driverc have
always been considered ineffrclent,
rcqutring huge lrcwer arnplifierc to
achieve even moderate sound levels.
How does the AL-I[ Loudspeaker get
alerrnd that problem?

CARVER builds high fidelity power
.amplifiers which can deliver over 44 peak
amperes, so we have a good head start.
Beyond that, inspecting the defining
equation for a ribbon:

F o r c e = q v X B = i l X B
where:
qv = charge velocity
i = Culfeflt
I = length of ribbon
B = rn&go€tic field strength

F t -
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shows that for a given charge velocity (qv)
or current (i) and length (l), the force (and-
hence the effrcienry) can be made as large as
we please by Takirig B conesponding$Targe
as.necessary. This means using large magnets
w-hich create a great deal of rnagnetic foice.
No magic. It iust seems like it because we
have made the highest gauss force field of
any commercial ribbon driver in the world.

It is the undistorted momentary peak lev-
els possible with such a ribbon cohfiguration
that help give music the lifelike quallty we
all search for.

Questlon: What are the advantages
of a ribbon loudspeaker over a con-
ventional multiple-driver design.

All frequencies from 150 Hz on up are
produced by the line-source ribbon.-This
ribbon.assemPly provides imaging impossi-
Dte with speakers that use multiple drivers.
Also, as you can see in the following dia-
gram, the ribbon is placed above thE floot
on top of the woofer box, and radiates in an
essentially-straight pattem, prevgnting floor-
bounce, which can adversely affect sound
quality.

Thoubleshooting
Guide

Before returning your Al-lll to the
dealer or Service Center for repair, review
this section. In a vast majority of situations,
the problem can be traced to one of the fol-
lowing:
1. Controls or connections are incorrect.
2. Speaker fuse blown.

Sound cuts off when VOLUME
control ls turned up.
1. Check speaker wires for a short (bare

wire from one connector touching
another).

2. Check speakers for damage that may
nave caused an internal short.

No sound at all.
First tum offyour stereo system. Check

preamplifier-to-power amplifrer cable
connections.
l. Check the input source to make sure it

is working correctly. If the source unit
has a^headphone iack, you might use a
set of leadphones to check the opera-
tion of the source component.

2. Make sure that all preamplifier controls,
especially the TAPE MOMTOR button,
are conectly set. (A TAPE MONITOR
button accidentally pushed in is a fre-
quent cause of total silence.)

3. Tum the amplifier/receiver off. Check
both speaker wire connections to make
sure all connections are secure at the

- SppJifrer and the loudspeakers.
4, Verify that speaker fusei are not blown.

No sound In ONE channel or
ONE channel has dlstorted
sound.
1. Checkpreamplifier/receiver,s BALANCE

control and make sure that it is in the
center position.
Tum the amplifier/receiver off. Then
check speaker wire connections by
mo_mentarily switching LEFT and'
RIGryT speaker cables at the amplifier,s
speaker ouput terminals. After tuming
the unit back on, see if the same loudi
speaker is dead or distorted. If it is, the
fault lies with the speaker cable orthe
loudspeaker. Verify that speaker fuses
are not blown.
If, after following step 2, the dead chan-
nel DOES switch sides, the problem may
be in.the amplifier/receiverbr preampli-
_n_er, stgnal source, or connecting cables.
You can check for a possible cadle prob-
lem by substituting a good set of cibles.

2.

3.



Care of Your Al-lll Service Assistance
Loudspeakers

Your speakers are finished with a natural
oil and may be treated like any fine furni-
ture. We suggest occasional cleaning/
polishing with a fine fumiture oil or cleaner
such as PledgerM. Also see the note below
about getting wax or cleaner on the grill
cloths.

NOTE: Avoid getting wax on the
grill since it may stain the grill. If
wax does accidentally get on the grill,
most of it may be removed after 24
hours by brushing or Yacuuming.

Protectlng Your Loudspeakers
Your AL-III Loudspeakers are protected

with a 4-amp slo-blo fuse for the ribbons
and a 4-amp slo-blo fuse for the woofer.
This allows the full peak dynamic range to
be expressed, yet provides the needed
safety valve at loftier power levels. The
high thermal mass of the slo-blo type fuse
prevents non-linear resistance changes
with musical dynamics, thus completely
preventing the fuse from introducing
fu selink-related distortion.

If the fuses should ever blow, replace them
with the same size, type and rating only.

We suggest that you read the LIMITED
WARMNTY completely to fully understand
what your service coverage constitutes and
its duration. Please promptly complete and
return the WARRANTY RECtSrnelON
CARD. Also be sure to save the sales receipt
in a safe place. It will be necessary for war-
ranty service.

If your AL-III should require service, we
suggest you first contact the Authorized
Carver Dealer from whom you purchased it.
Should the Dealer be unable to take care of
your needs, you may contact the CARVER
Service Department by wdting CARVER
CORPORATION, Service Department, P.0.
Box 7237 , Lynnwood, WA 98046. Be sure to
include a daytime phone number so we may
contact you. We will then direct you to the
nearest in our national network of Autho-
rized Warranty Service Centers, or give you
detailed instructions on how to return the
product to us for prompt action.

Wewishyou manyhours of musical
enjoyment. If you should have questions or
cornments, please write to us at the address
above.
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